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I. Introduction
The goal of this effort is to develop new algorithms for a robust pose-invariant face recognition that
overcome many of the limitations found in existing facial recognition systems. Specifically, we are
interested in addressing the problem of detecting faces in color images in the presence of various lighting
conditions and complex backgrounds as well as recognizing faces under variations in pose, lighting, and
expression. This work is separated into two major components (i) Face detection and (ii) Face recognition.
Specific tasks include developing modules for face detection, pose estimation, face modeling, face
matching, and a user interface.

II. Face detection
We have developed a robust, near real-time face detection system from color images using a skin-tone
color model and facial features. Major facial features are located automatically and color bias is corrected
by a lighting compensation technique that automatically estimates the reference white pixels. This
technique overcomes the difficulty of detecting the low-luma and high-luma skin tones by applying a
nonlinear transform to the color space. We have also developed a robust face detection module to extract
faces from cluttered backgrounds in still images (See Figures 1 a and b) The system is easily extended to
work with video image sequences (See Figure Ic). The proposed system not only detects the face, but also
locates important facial features, such as eyes and mouth. These features are crucial to the performance of
the face recognition. See [1] for algorithm details. The total computation cost to both face detection and
feature localization for a 640x480 image is less than 10 seconds on a 2.7G Hz CPU. It varies due to the
complexity of the image.

(b)

(a)

(c)
Figure 1. Face detection and facial feature localization. (a) and (b) are results for static images. (c)
demonstrates the result for a video sequence where a person is walking into the room.
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III. Face recognition
The problem of face recognition in a general situation (arbitrary pose, lighting and facial expression) is a
very difficult problem. In this project we have successfully investigated a verity of different approaches for
achieving our goals in face recognition. We have developed four independent solutions to face
recognition systems that investigate different aspects of our project goals:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Evidence accumulation for 2D face recognition
Demographic information extraction from 2D facial images
3D-model enhanced 2D face recognition with few training samples
3D face recognition

The first approach is a robust extension of existing standard (appearance based) face recognition
methodology because it only uses 2D images for representation. The second approach investigates methods
of indexing a large database of face images. Successful indexing allows the test images to be binned into
groups that significantly reduce the number of comparisons that need to be made for face recognition. Our
third approach extends 2D face recognition by using a more robust 3D model of the face to account for
variations in expression. Our fourth approach uses a 3D scanner for both model building and acquiring test
scans. Table I shows four combinations of scenarios where these different types of information (2D and
3D) could potentially be used to augment the identification process.
Currently the most common approach to face recognition uses a database (template) of 2D information
to recognize 2D test images (upper left box in Table 1). In the first and second approaches we combine
various successful approaches to 2D face recognition. Even this approach does not compensate for lighting
and pose changes. However, 3D information inherently makes a face recognition system more robust to
pose and expression variation. Approach 3 attempts to store face information as a generic 3D model of the
face and then mach this model to 2D images (lower left box in Table 1). This approach is better because it
does not require any special hardware for acquiring the face image. However, because we have access to a
full 3D scanner we have also developed a full 3D face recognition system in the fourth approach (lower
right box in Table 1). Note that we did not work on last option (upper right box in Table 1) where the
testing images are 3D faces and the training images are 2D.

Table 1. Design space for two-dimensional (2D) and 3D face recognition systems.
Testing
(Verification / Identification)
2D

3D

Most common
(Solution 1)

N/A

Solution 2

Solution 3

Se

The following sections describe each of the face recognition solutions in detail:
3.1 Evidence accumulation for 2D face recognition
Current two-dimensional face recognition approaches can obtain a good performance only under
constrained environments. However, in many real-world applications, face appearance changes
significantly due to different illumination, pose, and expression. Face recognizers based on different
representations of the input face images have different sensitivity to these variations. Therefore, a
combination of different face classifiers, which can integrate the complementary information, should lead
to improved classification accuracy. We use the sum rule and RBF-based integration strategies to combine
three commonly used face classifiers based on PCA, ICA and LDA representations, see Fig. 2. Experiments

conducted on a face database containing 206 subjects (2,060 face images) show that the proposed classifier
combination approaches outperform individual classifiers [3].
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Figure 3. The Resampling-Integration scheme for face recognition. Sr to Sa are the subsets resampled from
the original training dataset. C! to CK are classifiers trained using the corresponding subsets. Here, K is the
total number of subsets.
3.2 Demographic information extraction from face images
Human face is a highly rich stimulus that provides diverse information for adaptive social interaction
with people. Humans are abe to process a face in a variety of ways to categorize it by its identity, along
with a number of other demographic characteristics, including ethnicity (or race), gender, and age. Human
facial images provide the demographic information, such as ethnicity and gender. Conversely, ethnicity and
gender also play an important role in face-related applications. Image-based ethnicity identification

problem is addressed in a machine learning framework. The Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) based
scheme is presented for the two-class (Asian vs. non-Asian) ethnicity classification task. Multiscale
analysis is applied to the input facial images. An ensemble framework, which integrates the LDA analysis
for the input face images at different scales, is proposed to further improve the classification performance.
The product rule is used as the combination strategy in the ensemble. Experimental results based on a face
database containing 263 subjects (2,630 face images, equally split between the two classes) are promising
[2], indicating that LDA and the proposed ensemble framework have sufficient discriminative power for
the ethnicity classification problem. The proposed scheme can be easily generalized for gender
classification. The normalized ethnicity classification scores can be helpful in the facial identity
recognition. Useful as a "soft" biometric, the output of ethnicity classification module can be used to
update face matching scores. In other words, ethnicity classifier does not have to be perfect to be useful in
practice.
3.3 3D-model enhanced 2D face recognition with a small number of training samples
A robust face recognition system should be able to recognize a face in the presence of facial variations
due to different illumination conditions, head poses and facial expressions. However, these variations are
not sufficiently captured in the small number of face images usually acquired for each subject to train an
appearance-based face recognition system. In the framework of analysis by synthesis, we present a scheme
to synthesize these facial variations from a given face image for each subject. A 3D generic face model is
aligned onto a given frontal face image. A number of synthetic face images of a subject are then generated
by imposing changes in head pose, illumination, and facial expression on the aligned 3D face model. These
synthesized images are used to augment the training data set for face recognition. The pooled data set is
used to construct an affine subspace for each subject. Training and test images for each subject are
represented in the same way in such a subspace. Face recognition is achieved by minimizing the distance
between the subspace of a test subject and that of each subject in the database. In our experiments we
assume that only a single face image of each subject is available for training. Figures 4 and 5 demonstrate
the 3D generic model alignment with a 2D intensity image and the synthesis process. Preliminary
experimental results show that the proposed scheme is promising for improving the performance of an
appearance-based face recognition system [4, 5].

Figure 4. Face alignment: (a) feature vertices shown as "beads" on the 3D generic face model; (b) overlaid
on a given intensity face image; (c) adapted 3D face model; (d) reconstructed images using the model
shown in (c) with texture mapping.

Figure 5. Expression synthesis through 18 muscle contractions. The generic face mesh is: (a) shown in
neutral expression (the dark bars represent 18 muscle vectors); distorted with six facial expressions (b)
happiness ; (c) anger; (d) fear; (e) sadness; (f) surprise; (g) disgust.

3.4 3D face recognition
In this project we have developed methods for matching 2.5D test scans to a database of 2.5D trainings
scans and to full 3D Models. Data for both the models as well as the test scans were captured using a
Minolta Vivid 910 3D scanner available in our laboratory. Our results show that using three-dimensional
(3D) depth information makes the system more robust to variations in lighting, pose, and facial expression.
We have built two prototype 3D Face recognition systems. The first is written in Matlab and
demonstrates the accuracy of our design. The second system is a verification system written in C++. We
have achieved three major goals in this project. The first goal is model construction. We designed a
method for building a complete model of the surface of our subject's head from a collection of five 2.5D
scans. Our second contribution was feature extraction, where we have developed algorithms to
automatically find pre-defined anchor points within the scans in order to align the scans with our models.
Our third contribution is to build a 3D face matching system that is capable of doing both 3D matching and
verification.
Model construction:
The 3D face models are constructed using five 2.5D face scans from different viewpoints. These scans
are stitched together using commercially available software, called Geomagic [6] and Rapidform [7]. The
models are cleaned up and holes are filled. These models are stored in two formats. VRML is used as a
universally transformable format that most 3D modeling software can export. Our own face scan data
structure is also used that projects the 3D model on to a cylinder. This projection enables us to write
algorithms that can match data much faster.
Using our model construction technique, we have constructed a database of over 100 subject models.
The advantage of using a full 3D surface model of the face is that this model is invariant to the pose of the
test scan and lighting changes in the environment. Irrespective of the direction the scan was taken, we can
still fit it with good accuracy to the complete model.
FeatureExtraction:
Our system does not assume that a subject is in a known location looking directly at the camera.
Without these assumptions it is difficult to properly align the three dimensional images. Our feature
extraction system uses a pose invariant property, called the shape index to help identify possible candidate
anchor points. Then a relaxation algorithm searches though the candidate points to find the best set of three
anchor points. With the three anchor points the test scan can be properly aligned with the 3D model in a
coarse mode.
In order to properly evaluate our algorithms, we have generated a database of over 1,400 face scans
from over 100 test subjects [8, 9]. These scans varied in pose direction as well as facial expression and
lighting. This highly variable data set helped us push the boundary of face recognition system performance.
The results for our feature extractor are quite encouraging. With a database of approximately 600 test
scans, we achieved an accuracy of 85.6% when matching a subject's test scan to the same subject's 3D
model. To fully understand where the errors are occurring, the test scans were also separated into groups.
The following is a list of these groups and the percentage of scans that fall into each group.
Table 2 Test Population Feture Extraction Accuracy Separated by Face Attributes
Attribute
Female
Male
Facial Hair
Dark Skin
Eyes Closed
Asian Features
Profile
Frontal
Smile
No Smile

Population Size (%)
25.2
74.8
11.2
10.0
12.0
26.5
67.3
32.7
47.6
52.4

Success Rate (%)
85.4
85.7
80.6
81.7
98.6
84.3
79.6
97.7
82.7
88.5

Table 2 shows that facial hair and dark skin make it more difficult to identify key facial features that are
needed for alignment. This is a somewhat expected because both of these factors increase the noise
produced by the 3D scanner. It is also interesting to note that it is easier to identify feature points in scans
with eyes closed than those with the eyes open. This is probably also due to the increase in surface noise
that occurs with the eyes open.
Matching:
The recognition engine consists of two components, surface matching and appearance-based
matching. The surface matching component is based on a modified Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm.
With an initial estimate of the rigid transformation generated from the coarse alignment, the algorithm
iteratively refines the transform by alternately choosing corresponding (control) points in the test scan and
the 3D model, and finding the best rigid transformation that minimizes an error function based on the
distance between them. Our method is a hybrid of two well-known ICP methods [ 10, 11]. We integrate
these two classical ICP algorithms in a zigzag running style. The first algorithm is fast and calculates the
distance measure as a point-to-point distance. The second algorithm is more accurate and calculates the
point to plane distance. This results in a relatively fast algorithm with a high accuracy. An example of
surface matching is provided in Fig. 6.
The candidate list used for appearance matching is dynamically generated based on the output of the
surface matching component, which reduces the complexity of the appearance-based matching stage. The
3D model in the gallery is used to synthesize new appearance samples with pose and illumination
variations used in the discriminant subspace analysis. The weighted sum rule is applied to combine the two
matching components. Experimental results are given for matching a database of 100 3D face models with
598 2.5D independent test scans acquired under different pose and lighting conditions, and some
expression changes.
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Figure 6. Surface matching streamline. The alignment results are shown by the 3D model overlaid on the
wire-frame of the test scan.
The entire face recognition system was tested on 100 3D subject models with a total of 598 test scans.
The recognition accuracy is shown in Table 3. A combination of range and intensity data gives better
performance than either modality by itself. We are also looking into using deformable face models to better
account for changes in expression.
Table 3 Face Recogintion System Accuracy. 3D Face recognition classification accuracy for 100
subject and 598 test scans.
ICPOnly
ICP + Appearance-based

Classification Accuracy
87%
91%

Table 4 Categorized peformance of rank-one accuracy in recognition.

w/o smile
w/smile

Frontal
99%
78%

Profile
98%
85%

Notice that in our test set (see Table 4), a high accuracy is achieved (98% for neutral, 85% for smiling)
with the pose variation of approximately 45 degrees from the frontal views. In the recent face recognition
vendor test, the reported performance on a data set, where the pose changes are similar to our data set,
drops to more than 30% from that of the frontal view matching [12]. This demonstrates the power of 3D
models in face recognition applications with large head pose variations.

IV. Summary
This research has made contributions to face detection and recognition. Current approaches to face
recognition are mostly based on 2D intensity images. 2D images are not invariant to changes in
illumination, facial pose, facial accessories, and expression, resulting in poor face recognition performance.
We have developed algorithms that overcome many of these limitations by combining information from
different algorithms, utilizing a generic morphable 3D face model and building exact 3D models from a
laser scanner.
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